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Daily incremental backups using EBS point-in-time snapshots with fast recoverability and the
ability to mount a volume instantly
○ Comprehensive backups are retained for 30 days
○ Official exhibits are retained for 6 months.
○ If deleted by a user, data can be restored to production within these retention windows
for a professional service fee

Network Security
● Secure Access Points
● Transmission Protection
● Amazon Corporate Segregation
● Fault-tolerant design
AWS Identity and Access Management and Multi-Factor Authentication
Access to the Lexcity cloud management console requires two-factor authentication using a password
and a Time-based One-time Password (TOTP) security token. Individual servers are accessed through an
IP restricted SSH connection using a password encrypted private key. eDepoze servers are networked
within an AWS Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) effectively isolating network traffic between servers.

Data Security
All access to the database (including application access) requires authentication. The database contains
associations for clients, users, cases, depositions and file metadata. The actual file content is stored
separately for each deposition, case and client. Passwords stored in the database are obfuscated using
a one-way cryptographic hash algorithm.
Network Monitoring and Protection against:
● DDoS Attacks
● MITM Attacks
● IP Spoofing
● Port Scanning
● Packet Sniffing by other tenants
eDepoze utilizes the following N. Virginia AWS services
● Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)
● Amazon Elastic Load Balancing (ELB)
● Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
● Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS)
● Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS)
● Amazon ElastiCache
● Amazon CloudWatch
AWS services status can be tracked at the AWS S
ervice Health Dashboard
.
Product Security
There are three distinct eDepoze products in the Lexcity Litigation Platform. The iPad App and Web App
provides access to user-authorized deposition information. The Web Manager provides administration
services for clients to organize, associate, and restrict access to deposition information.
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Authentication
eDepoze incorporates authentication protocols to prevent unauthorized access to the system.
Authentication information is always transmitted encrypted using SSL. The authentication token consists
of a unique login name and user defined password. Passwords are obfuscated from view as the user
enters them. Users only have access to the system through the Lexcity Litigation Platform. The suite
restricts access based on account login and assigned role associations.
Data Encryption at Rest and Transmission
eDepoze provides security for your data by combining the secure transmission of data from your desktop
or iPad using Secure Sockets Layer to the Lexcity Cloud where it is stored encrypted using the
industry-standard AES-256 algorithm.
Encryption of stored data (often referred to as “data at rest”) is an important part of a data protection
plan. The Lexcity Cloud leverages existing AWS technology to provide encryption for stored data.
Lexcity data and associated keys are encrypted using the industry-standard AES-256 algorithm. The
overall key management infrastructure uses Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2
approved cryptographic algorithms and is consistent with National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) 800-57 recommendations. Encryption is transparently applied at a block-level to all data located
which includes the database, storage volumes, and backup instances.
Service Level Agreement (SLA)
Service Availability
We employ a wide range of technologies, engineering expertise, and streamlined failover processes to
guarantee business continuity. Services such as site recovery management, offsite backup, and
customizable run-book policies keep data protected and accessible at all times.
Our uptime guarantee is 99.5%.
Support Availability and Response
eDepoze will respond to support questions or concerns sent to S
upport@eDepoze.com
within 1 hour of
inquiry Monday to Friday during normal business hours of 8am to 8pm Eastern.
If you have an emergency during a deposition, you can email our depo hotline at u
rgent@eDepoze.com
and we will respond within 15 minutes.
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Incident Response and Handling
Purpose
To ensure that security incidents are addressed appropriately to protect eDepoze customer resources
and data.
Policy
An i
ncident
is an event or series of events that comprise a threat to the security (i.e., confidentiality,
integrity, availability) of the Lexcity network, systems, or data. Sources of incidents include (but are not
limited to) viruses and worms, attacks from outside the Lexcity network, and attacks from inside the
Lexcity network.
All security incidents are responded to immediately using a strategy of:
1.
Identification – To determine whether one or more events comprise an incident and to assign a
severity level to the incident.
2.
Containment – To prevent further damage to a targeted system or spread of an attack to other
systems.
3.
Recovery and Investigation – To eradicate the attack and any resulting damage, return to a
normal state of operation, preserve evidence of the attack, and identify exploited vulnerabilities to prevent
future attacks.
The IT Team responds to any incident and immediately escalates any incident to the Director of
Development (DD). If the DD is unavailable, the IT Team brings the incident to the attention of the Chief
Operations Officer (COO).

Procedures
Identify
1.
Once an event or series of events is suspected to be an incident, it should be escalated promptly
to the IT Team.
2.
The IT Team evaluates the evidence and circumstances, confirms that an incident exists, and
escalates the incident to the DD.
3.
The IT Team and DD discuss the incident, and the DD assigns a severity level using the following
guidelines:
● Level 1: The incident poses an immediate threat to eDepoze’s critical systems.
● Level 2: The incident represents an incursion on a non-critical system or is an indication of an
impending attack.
The DD bears responsibility for the severity level assignment. In cases where the severity is unclear or
ambiguous, the DD may err on the conservative side and assign it a level 1 severity.
4.
Level 1 incidents should be reported to the COO immediately so that they may consider any
impact to business operations.
The DD, IT Team, or a delegate documents the incident and responses to the incident. Items that should
be recorded include:
● The date and time of the incident
● How the incident was discovered or reported
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The apparent target / intent of the incident
The apparent source of the incident
The severity level of the incident
Actions taken to respond to the incident
Evidence gathered during the course of the response

Contain
The IT Team monitors the attack by tracking network and system activity and determines a suitable
approach to contain the attack. Containment tactics may include blocking an IP address or port at the
firewall, disabling a compromised account, stopping a targeted network service, or unplugging a network
cable. Level 1 attack may require a complete and abrupt shutdown of one or more systems. Though this
tactic should be used with caution, the DD and IT Team have the authority to apply this tactic during
severe situations. Such actions should be discussed and reported to the COO as timely as possible.
Recover and Investigate
The DD oversees the recovery of the affected systems and consults with the IT Team to determine an
approach to the recovery.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

The IT Team makes every reasonable effort to preserve evidence of the incident. They might
preserve logs and any other signs of system activity or produce images of entire systems for
investigation. When warranted, they may obtain professional forensic investigation services.
The team investigates any vulnerability that was exploited during the course of the incident and
addresses it by appropriate means (e.g., applying patches, changing configurations).
All passwords on affected systems are changed.
The approach to recovery may include restoring damaged files, restoring from backup, or
rebuilding a system. Restoration of individual files or system components should only be pursued
if the team is highly confident that the attack was contained. If the team opts to restore from
backup, the team should be highly confident that backup volumes are not affected by the attack.
Documentation of the incident is completed with all supporting documentation of evidence and
the investigation.
Regardless of the approach to recovery, system activity is closely monitored for five business
days following recovery with thorough logging and frequent monitoring.
After five days of seamless system operation, the incident may be declared closed at the
discretion of the DD. The IT Team finalizes documentation of the incident and the DD signs off on
the incident’s closure.

Client Notification
When required by law, eDepoze will notify affected customers of an incident within 72 hours through email
or other electronic means. A current service status is available at e
Depoze.com/support
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